The localization of acoustic reflections, i.e., the image-sources, is of interest when analyzing the acoustics of concert halls and auditoriums. The location is needed, for example, in room acoustic studies, auralization, inference of room geometry,orwhen estimating the acoustic properties of surfaces. This article studies the localization of acoustic reflections from spatial impulse responses. The contribution of this article is threefold. First, the article proposes anew method for localization that takes advantage of the time of arrival(TOA) estimation. Secondly, it is proposed that TOAand time difference of arrival(TDOA) information, present in the spatial room impulse responses, are combined in twon ovelw ays. Thirdly,t he performance of the proposed localization methods is compared to the existing state-of-the-art localization methods in the acoustic reflection localization task. Theoretical performance is investigated and experiments using real and simulated data are conducted. The TOA-based methods are found to achieve reasonably good performance in the reflection localization task. When TOAa nd TDOAinformation is combined the performance clearly improves. 
Introduction
Location of acoustic reflections, i.e, the image-sources, is auseful piece of information in room acoustic studies, auralization, room geometry inference, and in-situ measurement of acoustical properties of surfaces from room impulse responses. The locations of the reflections can be used together with the sound source location to deduce the normals and the locations of the reflective surfaces [1, 2, 3] , that is, to infer the room geometry.Inaddition, the location of the reflection is needed for accurate time windowing of the reflection from the room impulse response when estimating, for example, the absorption coefficient of the surface from in-situ measurements [4, 5] .
Localization of acoustic reflections is often performed with methods developed for sound source localization. An overall framework of the methods, considered in this article, is giveni nF igure 1a nd in Table I . Manyo ft he localization methods are based on time difference of arrival (TDOA),which is the difference between the arrivaltimes of awavefront at twosensor positions. In addition, methods that are based on time of arrival(TOA),the time that the wave front takes to travelf rom the source to the receiverl ocation, have been presented for source localization. TOAisavailable when the signal of the sound source is known, for example, in ar oom impulse response. Recently,m ethods that combine the measurements (CM) of TOAand TDOAhavebeen introduced. In addition, some methods that use directly the receivedsignals exist.
The objective of this article is to evaluate which of the localization methods are best applicable for the localization of acoustic reflections from spatial room impulse responses recorded with compact microphone arrays. The evaluation of the methods is done by theoretical comparison with Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB), Monte-Carlo simulations, and real data experiments in twoenclosures.
The contribution of the article is the following. First, a newmethod for localization that takes advantage of TOA estimation is proposed. Second, it is proposed that TOA and TDOAi nformation, present in the spatial room impulse responses, are combined in twon ovelw ays. In the first combination approach, the TOAa nd TDOAe stimation functions are combined by addition in the spatial domain. In the second one, the estimation functions are first considered as pseudo-likelihoods and then combined by multiplication in the spatial domain. Third, the performance of the methods is compared to the existing state-ofthe-art localization methods and studied in the reflection localization task.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Research related to the localization methods applied in this article are presented in Section 2. The signal model for acoustic reflection localization is presented in Section 3. Methods for reflection localization are presented in Sections 4-6. Theoretical limits are yielded in Section 7. Simulation and real data experiments are conducted and discussed in Section 8. Finally,section 9concludes the paper. 
Related work on localization methods

TDOAestimation and TDOA-based localization
Considerable research efforts have been put to the TDOA estimation problem overt he last decades [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . One of the most popular approaches is the generalized correlation method (GCC) [ 21] . Other commonly used methods are based on average difference function [18] . The accuracyofTOA and TDOAbased localization is limited by the sampling frequency. In [23] parabolic fit and in [24] exponential fit are proposed for interpolating the TDOAestimate. The interpolation of the whole TDOA estimation function using exponential and parabolic fitsis presented in [25] . The TDOA-based source localization combine the TD-OA information spatially overs everal microphone pairs. One of the simplest methods for localization is the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)m ethod, which is formulated for TDOAin [6] . In MLE-TDOA, the TDOAestimation errors are givenanerror probability density function (PDF)and these PDFs, with TDOAestimates as their means, are then combined spatially.
When independent and identically distributed errors are assumed, MLE-TDOAcan be presented as aleast squares (LS) problem. With these certain assumptions the LS solution is also the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) [26] . The TDOALSproblem has gained alot of attention in research [27, 9, 28, 29, 30, 6, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] , mostly because the LS solution can be giveni nc losed form by making first some assumptions on the error or on the signal. Since the LS solutions are aspecial case of MLE, only MLE is considered in the rest of this paper.
Apopular approach for TDOA-based localization is the steered response power (SRP), which has been studied extensively [36, 37, 38, 7, 8, 39, 25, 10, 40] and it has been followed by various modifications and optimizations [38, 39, 40] . In the SRP-TDOA method the TDOAestimation functions are combined spatially by addition. Therefore, there is no requirement for error PDF in SRP-TDOA as there is in MLE-TDOA. It has been shown that the SRPTDOAleads to an equal localization function as the energy of the delay-and-sum beamformer when GCC is used as the TDOAestimation function [10, 41] .
Quite recently,pseudo-likelihood (PL) methods for the TDOAestimation functions have been proposed in speech source localization [41, 8] . In PL-TDOA, the TDOAestimation functions are combined spatially by multiplication, as opposed to addition used in SRP-TDOA. As in SRP-TDOA, there is no need for the error PDF.T hat is, PLTDOAisanon-parametric method as is SRP-TDOA. It is shown in [8] , that PL-TDOAachievesbetter performance in the speech source localization task than SRP-TDOA.
TOAestimation and TOA-based localization
In addition to TDOA-based source localization, source localization methods based on time of arrival( TOA) estimation have been presented in the past. TOAisoften also referred to as time of flight.
The most direct method for TOAestimation is asimple peak-picking algorithm [42, 43, 44] . Also, it has been proposed that statistical features, such as kurtosis, can be used to detect peaks [45] . Other methods are based on correlation or some other similarity measure and theyr equire a priori knowledge on the signal [44, 43] . These methods are then very similar to TDOAestimation methods. Moreover, in principle also the onset detection methods used in music signal analysis could be used for TOAestimation [46] . The performance of TOAestimation is not widely studied under additive noise to the knowledge of the present authors. In addition, TOAestimation accuracycan be improvedby basic Fourier-interpolation or by assuming ashape for the TOAe stimation function, similarly as in the TDOAe stimation.
As with TDOA, also for TOAthe MLE method has been proposed [6] . In the MLE-TOA method, the error PDF is assumed for the TOAe stimation error,i nstead of the TDOAestimation error used in the MLE-TDOAmethod.
The MLE method for TOAcan also be formulated into aL Sp roblem. Closed form solutions for the LS problem for TOAhavebeen presented [11, 47, 48, 49] . Again, since the LS solutions are aspecial case of MLE, only MLE is considered in the rest of this paper.
Yetanother method that uses the TOA-model is the energy of the delay-and-sum beamformer [10] . In the frequencyd omain, with continuous signals, such as speech, this method produces the same location estimate as the SRP-TDOAw hen cross correlation is used as the TDOA estimation function [10] .
Combination of TOAand TDOA-based localization
More recently,t he TOAa nd TDOAi nformation have been proposed to be combined in the MLE framework [50, 13, 12, 51] . In [12] it wass hown that it is advantageous to combine the TOAa nd TDOAi nformation for source localization from room impulse responses. Also, LS solutions have been presented for the combination of TOAand TDOAdata [13] .
Maximum likelihood methods fors ignal and error models
In addition to MLE-TDOAa nd MLE-TOA,M LE solutions have been proposed for different signal and error models [15, 52, 53, 38, 54, 14] . These methods solvet he maximum likelihood estimate of the location with respect to the assumed signal model and noise model which may include am odel of the environment. In particular,M LE methods for reverberant conditions [54] , and conditions where the microphones or source have different characteristics [15, 52, 53, 38, 14] have been presented. When independent and identically distributed errors are assumed for each receiver, and the microphone and source directivities are omnidirectional, the MLE can be presented as a LS problem [15] . In theory,the LS solution is the same as the one givenbySRP-TOA or SRP-TDOA [15] .
Localization of reflections and room geometry estimation
Ar elevant topic to the localization of reflections is the localization of the reflective surfaces, or the blind estimation of room geometry.N amely,t he estimation of reflective surfaces is equivalent to localization of first order reflections. The localization of reflection, and estimation of room geometry from room impulse responses have been studied in several research articles [55, 56, 57, 3, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 1, 2, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67] . The approaches are based on TOA, TDOA, and direction of arrival(DOA) estimation. The TOAestimation requires that the loudspeakers and microphones are time-synchronized, and the TDOAa nd DOAb ased methods do not require synchorinization.
In [59, 60] at echnique called the spatial impulse response rendering (SIRR)i sd eveloped. The analysis part of SIRR inspects the direction of arrivalo ft he reflection and the diffuseness of the sound field. Since the analysis is done in short time windows, the location of the reflections can be deduced using the ap riori knowledge of speed of sound, the time of arrivaland the estimated DOAwhich is calculated from sound intensity vectors.
As pherical microphone array with an integrated video camera is used in [55, 56, 57] for visually inspecting the reflections. The energy of the spherical beamformer output applied to an impulse response that is divided into short time windows is overlayed on top of ap anorama video image from the center of the microphones. The location of the reflection is then inspected visually for each frame.
The maximum of the beamformer output corresponds to the DOAofthe reflection and the distance to the reflection is calculated from the time stamp of the current frame.
In [58] the reflections are localized using TDOAe stimation with amicrophone array that consists of 8micro-phones. The method is demonstrated in an auditorium.
In [3] the room geometry is estimated by rotating aBformat microphone around aloudspeaker,directed towards the microphone. The estimation is based on the TOAand the DOAo ft he first arriving reflection in each direction. The DOAestimates is calculated from the sound intensity vectors. Fore ach direction, as ingle TOAa nd DOAe stimate is obtained. In the post-processing phase, the TOA and DOAm easurements are grouped using hierarchical clustering to avoid estimating the same plane multiple times.
The tracing of reflections using highly directive loudspeaker,ac ompact microphone array,a nd localization methods is proposed in [67] . The localization is based on detecting when the reflections arrive to am icrophone array based on the statistical features of the sound field and estimating the DOAbased on sound intensity vectors.
Ag eneral framework localizing the reflections using a small microphone array and aloudspeaker is presented in [68] . In addition, acomparison of the performance of SRPTDOAb ased methods and sound intensity vector based methods in the direction estimation task reveals that SRPbased methods should be preferred.
In [1] , the reflecting plane parameters are estimated by rotating an omni-directional microphone around al oudspeaker which is directed towards amicrophone. The impulse responses are transformed into an acoustic localization map from where the local maxima correspond to the plane locations. The acoustic localization map is calculated using the delay-and-sum beamformer with direct TOAmapping. As the source position is known, the plane parameters can be calculated.
In [2] the reflecting plane parameters are estimated with ac ommon tangent algorithm in twod imensional space. The problem is first formulated into quadractic equation that describes the relation between the TOAs and plane parameters and source location. Forasingle reflection the solution of this quadratic equation provides the parameters of as ingle plane. The solution is called the common tangent algorithm (COTA).F or multiple planes, the estimated TOAs are first grouped using the generalized Hough transform and then the plane for each group is solved using the COTA.T he generalized Hough transform detects the TOAs that describe the same plane. The approaches in [2] are extended to three dimensions in [65] . Moreover, aclosed form solution for the plane parameter estimation from the quadratic equation is presented in [66] .
In [63] , the COTA is applied for the estimation multiple plane parameters in twod imensional space. Whereas in [2] the grouping wasdone with the generalized Hough trasnform in [63] the grouping is done with an iterative search. The iteration proceeds as follows. First the parameters of the closest plane are estimated. Then the TOAs associated with the first plane are removedand the search is performed again. This iteration is performed as many times as there are apriori known planes.
In [64] ac losed form solution to the above mentioned quadratic equation that describes the relation between the TOAa nd plane parameters is presented for the 2-D case. In the solution, twop lanes are selected where the cost function is inhomogeneous. Then, the gradients of the cost function on these planes are solved analytically.The minimum of the obtained solutions corresponds to the plane parameters. Moreover, the generalized Hough transform is applied to improve the estimation of the parameters of a single plane.
Acoustic imaging for finding room geometry and other acoustic properties of enclosure is applied in [61, 62] . Acoustic imaging is based on the inverse extrapolation of the Kirchoff-Helmholtz and Rayleigh integrals. An acoustic image can be created by measuring multiple impulse responses, for example, on al ine grid with B-format microphone [61, 62] .
In [69] ac ircular microphone array is used around a loudspeaker to estimate the room geometry.Aconstrained room model and L1-regularized least-squares method is used to obtain the locations of walls. This method can be considered as semi-blind since it requires the knowledge of the number of walls.
The room geometry has also been estimated from continuous signals [70, 71, 69, 72, 73, 74] . The advantage of these approaches is that there is no need for controlled source signals. This paper only considers the localization of reflections from room impulse responses. Therefore, the approaches that localize the reflective surfaces or reflections from continous signals are no longer considered.
Theoretical performance
The theoretical performance of the estimation methods can be studied by using Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [26] . In CRLB, first the error PDF is assumed on the measurements. Then, the Fisher information is obtained by squaring and deriving the error PDF with respect to the parameter to be estimated. CRLB is the inverse of the Fisher information.
Preliminaries and Signal Model
Impulse Response and Reflection Signal Model
In aroom environment, the sound p s (t), emitted from the sound source at position s,and receivedatmicrophone n at position r n ,isaffected by the impulse response h(t; r n , s)
where * denotes convolution and, w (t)isthe measurement noise, independent and normally distributed for each microphone. Fors implicity,t he impulse response measured at microphone n is noted with h n (t)through the rest of the paper.Furthermore, the number of microphones is denoted with N. Ar oom impulse response can be roughly divided into three parts, the direct sound, the early reflections, and the late reverberation. Figure 2i llustrates these three categories in principle. The early reflections should be identifiable until the so-called mixing time 1 . In this paper,the impulse response is considered as
where ω is the angular frequency, h k n (t)a re the impulselikereflection signals, k = 1,...,K indicated the indexof each reflection and w(t)i sm easurement noise, independent, and identically distributed with normal distribution for each microphone.
Each of the impulse-likereflection signals h k n (t)consists of the impulse response of the loudspeaker s(t)and attenuation factor a
where t k n (x)i sthe TOArelated to the distance of the path of areflection k at location
and c is the speed of sound. The location of the reflection x refers to the image source location [78] , see Figure 3 for further explanation. In the frequencydomain the signal model is givenas where the attenuation, source, noise, and receiveds ignal have spectral densities G a,a (ω), G s,s (ω), G w n ,w n (ω), and G h n ,h n (ω), respectively.F or clarity the index k is omitted from hereon. The attenuation factor A n (ω)isdependent at least on the properties of the surface and air absorption, the distance from the source to the microphones, and the directivity of the source and of the microphones. Although in real situations the phase of the reflection depends on the frequency, especially if the surface is uneven, the analysis of the room impulse responses assumes that with early reflections the phase is frequencyindependent, i.e. A(ω) ∈ R.Thus, ideal specular reflections are assumed. In addition, the analysis does not differentiate between diffraction and reflections, butall the events are considered to be reflections.
The analysis in this article is done for spatial impulse responses measured with acompact microphone array.An example of the microphone array setup is shown in Figure 4 . The array has N = 6m icrophones and the spacing between the twom icrophones on an axis is 100 mm. Other microphone arrays can also be used with the presented methods, however, all the results are presented here are for this setup.
The processing of the spatial impulse response measured with acompact microphone array is usually done in short time windows [55, 56, 59, 60, 67, 68] . Based on previous knowledge [79, 59, 60, 67] , agood windowsize for the analysis of early reflections is from 1msto4ms. Here, the time indexes, i.e. the starting and ending points of the analysis time windoware denoted with t start ≤ t ≤ t end .
It is further assumed that there is only one specular reflection present per analysis window. This is generally true in the early part of the impulse response for the first order reflections, especially if as hort analysis windowi su sed, large spaces, such as auditoriums or concert halls are under investigation, and the length of the reflection signal s(t) is less than the length of the analysis window. Theoretical limitations for the analysis windowsize can be derived trivially from the echo density,which is givene.g. in [80, p. 92] .
Since the microphone array is compact, it is assumed that the attenuation factor is equal for all microphones and asingle reflection A n (ω) = A(ω). In addition, all the other spectral densities are also assumed to be independent of the microphone for the same reason. If the intra-sensor distances would be large this assumption could not be made.
With the assumption of only one specular reflection per analysis window, the relation between the measurement noise and the signal energy and attenuation factor define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Arecognizable feature of the room impulse response, also shown in Figure 2 , is the fact that the SNR decreases as the time increases. Thus, the reflections that arrive later in time have alower SNR. The SNR of each reflection in the impulse response measurement is defined here as
where E{·} is the expected value.
Time difference of arrivalestimation
TDOA( Time difference of arrival) is the time difference between twoTOAsand it is calculated with spherical wave propagation model as
= c −1
In 3-D, aTDOAispresented by aparaboloid. In the TDOAestimation, the task is to estimate the time delay τ i,j = t i − t j between tworeceivedsignals h i (t)and h j (t). The maximum argument of the estimation function R h i ,h j (τ)isthe TDOAestimate, i.e.,
Here GCC [21] and average squared difference function (ASDF) [ 18] are used for TDOAestimation in the reflection localization task. Due to the measurement noise w(t), aTDOAiscorrupted by an additive noise component,
where· denotes estimate. The error components are assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean, ε TDOA ∼ N (0,σ 2 TDOA ), where σ 2 TDOA is the variance of the TDOA error component ε TDOA .
Generalized correlation method
The most commonly used TDOAe stimation method is the generalized correlation method [21] . The generalized cross correlation (GCC)f unction between twor eceived impulse responses h i and h j is calculated as [21] 
where
,a ndĜ h 1 ,h 2 (ω)a re the weighting function, inverse Fourier transform, respectively,a nd cross spectral density between h i and h j .
Maximum likelihood weighting
The maximum likelihood weighting for the GCC function is givenas [21] 
is the magnitude squared coherence function. Fort he derivation of ML weighting function see [21] . Since the noises are assumed to be uncorrelated the true spectral densities can be written as [21] 
Then, by using these equivalences in equation (11),o ne has [21]
In practical situation, since the signal is an impulse response, it is easy to estimate the noise auto power spectral density G w 1 ,w 1 (ω)f rom the beginning of the impulse response. Then, the auto spectral density of the source signal and the attenuation is givenbythe inverse of equation (14),e.g.,
If the noise can not be estimated, the first version of the ML weighting in equation (11) can be used, butthe coherence should then be estimated using for example Welch's approach [81, 82] . Coherence estimation can be problematic for non-stationary signals [17] . In addition, since it includes additional computational load it is not used in this article.
Other weighting functions
Twoweighting functions of GCC that do not require the a priori knowledge of the auto power spectral densities are considered. These weighting functions are called as the direct cross correlation (CC) weighting [21] W CC (ω) = 1 ( 17) and phase transform (PHAT) [21] 
Average squared ifference function
Similar to the generalized correlation method are the difference function based methods [18] . In these approaches, twosignals are subtracted from each other,while the other signal is delayed by the TDOA. Here, the absolute squared difference function is also tested [20, 18] ,
where T is the length of the integration window. With ASDF,i nstead of the maximum, the minimum argument of the estimation function is the TDOAestimatê
Time of arrivalestimation
TOAisgiven by equation (4) .InTOA estimation, the time delay t n of asignal is estimated. In ashort time windowthe maximum argument of the TOAestimation function D n (t) is the TOAestimatê
where t is limited by the starting point, and the ending point of the time window, i.e., t start ≤ t ≤ t end . ATOA is corrupted by an additive noise component due to the measurement noise w(t),
Also for TOA, the error components are assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean, ε TOA ∼N(0,σ 2 TOA ), where σ 2 TOA is the variance of the TOAe rror component ε TOA .
Since the problem in TOAe stimation is similar to TDOAe stimation, the TDOAe stimation methods introduced above can also be applied for TOAestimation, given that the source signal s(t)isknown apriori. Next the GCC estimation methods are presented for the TOAestimation and asimple peak picking method is reviewed. The ASDF for TOAestimation is the same for TDOAestimation, with the exception that the other receivedsignal is replaced by s(t).
Auto-correlation method
This method requires ap riori information on the sound source used. First areference s(t)i smeasured for the applied sound source in free-field conditions: in an anechoic chamber,o rw indowed from an in-situ impulse response. The reference represents the waveform of the emitted impulse response from the source. The reference is then correlated with the impulse response
where AC denotes auto-correlation. Defrance et al. use similar auto-correlation approach for detecting reflections from as ingle impulse response [42, 43] . In addition, similar auto-correlation method has been used to detect the TOAofareflection as apreliminary task before absorption coefficient calculations [83] .
Maximum likelihood weighting
The auto-correlation function can be giveni nt he frequencydomain as the generalized correlation function
By definition, the maximum likelihood weighting also for this method is givenbyequation (11) .Since the other signal is the true signal without noise the spectral densities can be written as
Then, the ML weighting for the auto-correlation method is givenas
where C s,h 1 (ω)i st he magnitude squared coherence between s and h 1 .
The problem with the AC method is that, ar eal loudspeaker emits different impulse responses to different directions. Thus, as ap riori knowledge, the AC method requires the impulse response of the loudspeaker to each direction. This can be artificially done using the sparse impulse response technique [67] , where ad irectional loudspeaker is spanned to all different directions. Then each emitted impulse response is ideally the same.
Maximum absolute pressure
Peak detection is as traightforward method for TOAe stimation. It is assumed that the arriving sound wave introduces an impulse, alocal maximum or minimum, that can be detected. The maximum argument is then the estimated TOAt
Windowing or filtering may be applied to the impulse response prior to maximization.
Other methods
The statistical features of impulse response differ when there is areflection present in the analysis window [76, 79, 84, 45] . One wayofmeasuring the statistical difference is the kurtosis [45] . Another option is to detect the peak from al ocal absolute pressure ratio between the current absolute pressure and its surroundings [79] . These statistical approaches are not used in this article.
Localization functions
This section presents localization methods from earlier research that are applied in this article for the localization of reflections. Also three novell ocalization methods for reflections are proposed. Foreach method, the maximum argument of the localization function P (x)isthe location estimate, i.e.
Fornotational convenience, aTDOAisdenoted by τ m (x), where m = {i, j} = 1 ...M is at uple, and M is the number of microphone pairs. Morever, the TDOAe stimates are denoted withτ m ,and the TDOAestimation function R h i ,h j (τ)w ith R m (τ). In this article, the number of microphones is N = 6, and the number of microphone pairs is M = 15. Then, the microphone pairs m from 1t o1 5a re {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {2, 5}, {2, 6}, {3, 4}, {3, 5}, {3, 6}, {4, 5}, {4, 6}, {5, 6}}.
Maximum likelihood estimation fort ime of arrivaland time difference of arrivalbased localization
The MLE function for TDOAisgiven as the joint probability density function [6] 
where p(τ m ;τ m (x)) is the normal error probability density function for aTDOAestimate,
and I is the identity matrix, σ TDOA is the error standard deviation and τ m (x)isgiven by equation (7). The MLE function for TOAs, assuming normally distributed errors is givenas [6] where p(t n ; t n (x)) is the normal error probability density function for aTDOAestimate,
with σ TOA as the error standard deviation and τ m (x)i s givenbyequation (4) . Forc ombining the TOAa nd TDOAi nformation with MLE an assumption is made, that the TDOAa nd TOA have independent errors. Then, the MLE function for combined measurements (CM) is givenasthe multiplication of MLE-TOA and MLE-TDOAfunctions [12] ,
If different error variances σ 2 TOA and σ 2 TDOA are assumed for TOAa nd TDOA, respectively,t he MLE-TOA and MLE-TDOAfunctions have different weightings. In [12] , it is found that σ 2 TOA = σ 2 TDOA is areasonable choice.
Maximum likelihood estimation fort he signal model
Earlier,t he maximum likelihood estimation wasf ormulated with respect to TOAand TDOAestimates. It is also possible to formulate the MLE directly with respect to the signal and noise models [54]
, ∀ω is the expected variance of the measurement noise w(t).
Steered response power
Ap opular family of TDOA-based acoustic source localization functions is the SRP methods. In these methods, the acoustic source localization likelihood is evaluated as aspatial combination of cross correlation functions R m (τ) for each location candidate, denoted with x [7] ,
The SRP using generalized correlation method with GCCPHATf unction is commonly referred to as SRP-PHAT function. The signals can be similarly steered using TOAs as the TDOAe stimation functions are steered using TDOAs. In steered beamforming the signals are artificially steered by delaying them towards al ocation. The delay-and-sum beamformer is considered as the most basic case of beamforming [85] . When the delay-and-sum beamformer output is squared the output is SRP [10] 
This function implements MLE-S in equation (40) in time domain without the noise or signal model. However, if equation (45) is implemented in the frequencyd omain, the TOAinformation is lost, since SRP-TOA becomes the same as SRP-TDOAwith an additional (constant)e nergy term [41, 10] .
Since the room impulse responses are already directly mapped into the TOAs, the time variable becomes t = 0. The time integral over dt then has no effect on the localization function and equation (45) is written as
The TOAa nd TDOAi nformation can be both used to measure the position of ar eflection. Intuitively,t he next step is to combine both TOAand TDOAinformation. The SRP function, when TDOAand TOAinformation are both used, is here proposed to be calculated as
where W ∈ (0, 1) is aw eighting factor,i ncluded in this function since the steered response is effectively used twice in SRP-CM. The weight W then emphasizes either the TDOAfunctions or TOAfunctions.
Pseudo-likelihood
Recently it wass hown in [8] and [86] that the use of multiplication instead of addition is advantageous when combining the TDOAestimation function. This leads to a pseudo-likelihood function [41, 8, 86 ]
where PL stands for pseudo-likelihood. It should be noted that thresholding and shaping has to be done for the TDOA estimation functions so that theyare non-negative pseudolikelihoods [70] . It is straightforward to showt hat, if the maximum of each TDOAe stimation function R m (τ)i s modeled with aP DF,P L-TDOAa nd MLE-TDOAm ethods are the same methods. Here it is proposed that the PL function for TOAi s formed by multiplying the individual TOAe stimation functions, i.e.,
Thresholding and shaping can be done for the TOAe stimation functions so that theya re non-negative pseudolikelihoods. In the most simplest case, the function TOA estimation function is the absolute maximum of the room impulse response
The analogy between PL-TOA and MLE-TOA is the same as the analogy between PL-TDOAa nd MLE-TDOA. If only one maximum is selected in PL-TOA from the impulse response, and the corresponding TOAi sm odeled with aP DF,P L-TOA and MLE-TOA are the same methods. The proposed combination of the PL functions is formed by multiplying the individual PL-TOA and PLTDOAfunctions
Again, if the TOAa nd TDOAe stimation functions maxima are modeled with PDFs, then PL-CM is equal to the MLE-CM function.
Note that in PL-CM the weighting of PL-TOA or PLTDOAs imilarly as SRP-TOA and SRP-TDOA in SRP-CM has no effect, since the weighting will not change the maximum of PL-CM. However, although the PL-CMcan not be weighted, the logarithmic version of it can be, i.e.,
where W ∈ (0, 1) and the log-pseudo-likelihoods of TOA and TDOAare normalized with N and M,respectively.
Examples of the localization maps
Examples of the localization maps with different methods are provided in Figure 5 . The data is asimulated perfect reflection with no noise at (2,11,1.5)m,and the microphone array is located at (0,0,0)m.A sc an be seen from Figure 5 , the TDOAbased methods provide good information about the direction whereas the TOAbased methods seem to work well in the distance estimation. When the TOA and TDOAa re combined ab etter localization method is made. As seen from Figure 5SRP localization maps have more "ghosts" than other methods, i.e., local maxima that do no correspond to the true reflection location.
In this example the simplest method for the search of the maximum is presented. That is, the maximum can be found using ap redefined grid of locations. However, this is often not very efficient, therefore some other methods for the search of the maximum are discussed next.
Search of the extremum
Basically anyg lobal optimization method can be used for the search of the extremum. In general, there is no wayo fe nsuring that the global optimization method will converget ot he global extremum since localization with spherical wave propagation model is anon-linear problem. Therefore there is usually an eed for Monte-Carlo simulations to validate the optimization method for ac ertain problem. Since the literature on the optimization methods is extensive,o nly some selected methods used for localization are discussed here.
The most naive and straightforward method for the search of the maximum is to use a( predefined)g rid of location candidates as in Figure 5 . The drawbacks of this approach is the slowness of the computation when the grid size is large. Namely,i na3 -D grid of av olume of say a concert hall, the number of data points is very large, especially if the spacing between the grid points is small. Thus the estimation meets the curse of dimensionality.However, since the evaluation of the ASL function is the same at each selected time instant for anyd ata point, the process can be parallelized as in [87] . Using parallel computation decreases the used time for the evaluation in total, butrequires special implementation considerations and special equipment, such as the general purpose graphic processing unit.
In this article, the well-known Nelder-Mead method is used to findthe extremum in the ASL functions [88] . The Nelder-Mead method requires aproper initial guess for the source location.
Computational complexity of the localization methods
Although reflection localization within the framework of this article is always an offline task, some comparison between the complexity of the methods is provided. The complexity is compared with the 'Big Onotation', O(·). Forbasic beamforming the complexity is built up from the number of ASL function evaluations E,t he length of the signal L,a nd the number of the microphones N.F or cross correlation, the complexity of the estimation function is O(L log{L})a nd since all the microphones are used twice in the calculation of the ASL function the complexity increases by O(N 2 ). [70] Moreover, the complexity of the TOAe stimation with the simple peak picking method is O(L). ForTOA estimation with AC approach the complexity is O(L log{L}), but that approach is not used here. Since the MLE-S method calculates the localization function overf requencyb and, its complexity is increased by the number of frequencies used O(F ). Table II lists the computational complexity of the methods introduced in this section. The TOA-based methods have lower computational complexity than the other methods since the room impulse responses are directly mapped into the TOAs.
As the number of evaluations increases, the computational complexity and time of MLE-S increases. This results wasa lso pointed out by Korhonen for the timedomain beamformer [70] . However, when the number of evaluations increases, the computational complexity of the time domain beamformer presented here (SRP-TOA)does not increase as rapidly as the computational complexity of the conventional time-domain beamformer.This is due to direct mapping of impulse responses to TOAs, which does not add anycomputational complexity.
Theoretical performance
The positions of the sensors and the source, as well as the signal and the noise have an effect on the localization variance. These effects can be theoretically measured with Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [26] analysis, which is givenbythe inverse of the Fisher Information matrix [26, Ch. 3] cov(θ) ≥ J(θ)
The Fisher information matrix is defined as the squared derivative of the log-likelihood of the estimate probability density function [26, Ch. 3]
J(θ) = E ∂λ(χ(θ);χ) ∂θ ∂λ(χ(θ);χ) ∂θ
The theoretical boundaries giveninthis section use the assumption that the source signal and noise signals are white Gaussian noise. This assumption is necessary and required to maket he signal model in equation (3) mathematically tractable [21, 82] .
Time difference of arrivalestimation
The Fisher information for TDOAe stimation is givena s [82, 89] 
where the magnitude squared coherence is related to the SNR via [82] where
Setting the power spectral densities flat and assuming
0o therwise (58) with center frequency ω c ,frequencyband B,and assuming that the noise spectral densities are equal, i.e. G w 1 ,w 1 (ω) = G w 2 ,w 2 (ω) = G w,w (ω), the Fisher information formulates into [89] 
This analysis is valid only for T 2π/B and for sufficiently large SNR values, for details, see [90, 89] .
Time of arrivalestimation
The derivation of CRLB for TOAestimation can be done by following the steps givenfor TDOAestimation in [82] . The derivation of the AC function in equation (24) with ML weighting in equation (27) gives
with magnitude squared coherence equal to
With the same assumptions on the frequencyb and and noise as with above with TDOAi ne quation (58),t he Fisher information formulates to
Since SNR > 0, it can be seen that the CRLB is always smaller for TOAe stimation since the Fisher information in TOAestimation is higher.
Localization
The log-likelihood of the localization with respect to signal model is givenbyequation (40) .The Fisher information matrix is formulated as [15, 52, 91 ]
...
∂A(ω)S(ω)D N (ω, x) ∂x = A(ω)S(ω) ∂e
∂x .
Foras ingle microphone and frequency, the differential with respect to location x is givenby
∂A(ω)S(ω)e
, (64) where
When assuming independent errors and equal error variances, the Fisher information matrix can be expressed as
where adesign matrix is givenfor TOAs as
Moreover, when constant spectral densities for noise and signal are assumed on ac ertain frequencyb and B and within some time windowo fl ength T ,t he Fisher information formulates into
Time difference of arrivalbased localization
The probability density function for TDOAs is giveni n equation (30) .The Fisher information matrix for TDOAis givenby [86, 9] 
is amatrix including the partial derivativesofequation (7),
The minimum variance that TDOAestimation can achieve is givenbyequation (59) .Byassuming independent errors the covariance matrix is givenby
which then gives:
as the Fisher information matrix for TDOAbased localization.
Time of arrivalbased localization
The probability density function of the error is giveni n equation (34) .The calculation of CRLB for TOAproceeds as previously for TDOAs. The difference is that the partial derivation in equation (71) for TOAs has the form given in equation (65) .The partial derivativesare re-formulated into amatrix, which has the form giveninequation (67) . The minimum variance of the TOAestimation givenin equation (62) .W hen independent errors are assumed the covariance matrix is givenby
The Fisher information matrix for TOA-based localization formulates into
which is identical to equation (68) .That is, in theory localization using MLE-TOA,S RP-TOA,o rM LE-S function have the same performance.
Combination of time difference and time of arrivali nformation based localization
When the errors are independent the inverse of the minimum covariance matrix for the combination of TOAa nd TDOAestimates is givenas
where the first values are TOAv ariances and the rest are TDOAvariances. Fornotational convenience, it is of use to define avector including both TOAand TDOAvalues
That is, the first six values of the vector are TOAs and the rest TDOAs. Then the combined design matrix is givenas [68] 
. . .
The Fisher information matrix is then givenby Figure 6 . Cramér-Rao lower bound versus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)for TDOAand TOA. Figure 6presents the CLRB for TOAand TDOAagainst SNR, calculated using equationsd (62) and (59),r espectively.I na ddition, CRLB for TDOAt hat is calculated as the difference of twoTOA estimates is presented. TOAestimation has smaller CLRB than TDOAe stimation. The CRLB of the traditional TDOAestimation approaches the CRLB of the TDOAestimation which is calculated as the difference of twoTOAs, as expected from their equations.
In Figure 7 , CRLB for TOA, TDOA, and CM, calculated with equations (75), (73)a nd (78) ,respectively,are shown with parameters at location (10.5, 8.2, 2) m. As shown in equation (75) and (68) the TOA-based localization and direct localization have the same CRLB. This is noted in Figure 7w ith TOA/SM. The microphone array has the same geometry as the one giveni nF igure 4w ith d spc = 100 mm and is located at (0,0,0)m.Asmentioned the CRLB for signal model is the same as CRLB for TOA. Clearly,CMhas the smallest CRLB and TOAthe second smallest. Interestingly,around -25 dB, TOAand CM have the same performance. This is caused by the increment in the variance of TDOAestimation shown in Figure 6 . 7.7.2. Cramér-Rao lower bound versus noise level, distance, and loudspeaker direction As shown earlier,the CLRB is affected by the SNR. Here the effect of noise level, distance, and the power response of the loudspeaker are studied for aperfectly specular reflection with absorption coefficient of 0for all frequencies. Here, only the performance of MLE-TOA is considered. The microphone array is located at (0,0,0)m and the reflection is at (d, 0, 0) mfrom the microphone array where d is the distance. Thus, the reflection in the direction of normal incidence of as urface at the distance of d/2i ss tudied. Air absorption filtering is implemented with afi nite impulse response filter with 96 coefficients according to the specifications givenin [92] . The sound pressure is set to 1at1meter distance from the center of the microphone array.M oreover, attenuation according to the 1/r-lawi s assumed. Then, the signal-to-noise ratio is givenas
where A a (ω)i st he air absorption filter and G s,s (ω, θ s )i s the loudspeaker energy response (spectral density)a tt he direction θ s .Inthis example apopular loudspeaker,Genelec 1029A, is studied. The energy response of it is shown in Figure 8 . The measurements were taken at every 10 degrees in azimuth angle. When the loudspeaker is facing the measuring microphone the azimuth angle is θ s = 0. As previously,t he sampling frequencyi ss et to 48 kHz, and the time interval to T = 4ms. The results of the experiment are shown for eight octave bands and for the full band from 0to24kHz in Figure 9a c. For( a) and (b) the loudspeaker is directly facing the surface, for (b) and (c) the distance is 5m from the loudspeaker to the reflection, and for (a) and (c) the noise level is −60 dB.
It is evident from Figures 9a-b that as the noise level and distance increase the performance decreases. Since the noise leveland the distance directly affect the SNR the result is expected. Moreover, it is noticed that as the center frequencyo ft he octave band increases the performance increases. This increment is caused by the widening of the frequencyb and, i.e., as the center frequencyd oubles the frequencyb and also doubles. The only exception in this behavior is the 16 kHz octave band, and the full band (0-24 kHz). At those frequencybands the average signal energy is lower on average than at 8kHz octave band, therefore also the performance is weaker.T hus, as shown in equation (60),t he Fisher information is integrated overa frequencyband; the more the SNR and the wider the frequencyband, the better the performance.
As shown in Figure 9c the lack of energy at the directions θ s ∈ (−180, −50) ∪ (50, 180), i.e., the back and sides of the loudspeaker,at1,2,4,8,and 16 kHz octave bands results in the decrement in the performance when compared to the performance at θ s = 0direction. Figure 9 . Cramer-Rao lower bound versus (a) distance, (b) noise level, and (c) the direction of the loudspeaker with respect to the normal of the surface. The loudspeaker used in this experiment is Genelec 1029A. As the distance and noise levelincrease the performance decreases. In addition, when the loudspeaker is directly facing the surface, best performance is achived.
Experiments
Simulation and real data experiments are conducted to study the performance of TOA, TDOA, and CM-based localization methods. The CRLB for each estimation task is also presented.
Error metrics
The performance of the methods is measured here with mean squared error (MSE)
The other used error metric is the anomaly percentage, which is defined as the ratio between anomalous estimates and total number of estimates, i.e,
where 1{·} = 1ifthe condition is true and 0otherwise.
Monte-Carlo simulations
The reflection signal model applied in the following Monte-Carlo simulations is of exponential form
Throughout the simulations the 'variance' parameter of the reflection signal is set to σ = 2/f s ,where f s = 10, 000 Hz is the sampling frequency. The TOA t n (x)iscalculated assuming the spherical wave propagation model. The analysis windowlength in all the simulations is set to T = 4ms. Fors implicity,t he attenuation factor is set to A(ω) = 1, ∀ω in the simulations. Since the assumed reflection signal is exponential, the exponential fitting for the TDOAand TOAestimates [24] and for TDOAand TOAestimation functions [25] are applied. As an example, in the case of no noise, the direct cross correlation of twoexponential functions is an exponential function. This result is well known for the example with normal distributions.
Time difference of arrivale stimation
Time difference of arrivalestimation methods, introduced in Section 4a re compared against signal-to-noise-ratio. The TDOAs are randomized from au niform distribution between -1 and 1ms, i.e. U (−1, 1) ms.
The results of 10,000 Monte-Carlo samples are presented in Figure 10 . As expected, the MLE is the most robust against noise having the smallest number of anomalous estimates. ASDF has the smallest number of anomalous estimates when SNR < 20 dB, butt his is due to its limitations in the TDOAestimation. That is, the maximum TDOAerror with ASDF is half of that of the other methods.
The most accurate method is MLE when SNR <60 dB. When 60 dB < SNR <80 dB CC and ASDF,are the most accurate and when SNR >80 dB, ASDF is the most accurate. As shown in Figure 10 , ASDF and GCC-CC achieve CRLB when 25 dB < SNR < 75 dB. Moreover, GCC-MLE is lower than the CLRB when 15 dB < SNR < 55 dB. This result indicates that the GCC-MLE TDOAe stimation is biased. The bias is aresult of the exponential fitting. With very high SNR values the CRLB does not predict the MSE of the methods. This behavior wasa lso noticed in [20] . The reason for this behavior is the truncated window size [20] . The twod i ff erent windows include twod i ff erent peaks that have different samples [20] . True zero delay value can therefore only be achievedwith auto-correlation and zero noise level.
Direct cross correlation (CC) is the most reasonable selection for TDOAe stimation for reflection localization since it does not require ap riori information about the noise as MLE. Moreover, CC performs well when compared to the other methods and in addition the calculation of it is straightforward and computationally light. Forthese reasons CC is used as the TDOAestimation method in the following experiments.
Time of arrivalestimation
Time of arrivalestimation methods, introduced in Section 5a re tested against signal-to-noise-ratio. The TOAs are randomized from au niform distribution between −1a nd 1ms, i.e. U (−1, 1) ms.
The results of 10,000 Monte-Carlo samples are presented in Figure 11 . The simple peak picking method is noted with argmax{h(t)} in the results of Figure 11 . ASDF and CC are the most accurate methods for the TOAe stimation. MLE is the most robust against noise, butl oses accuracy, due to the fact that the exponential fit does not describe the MLE function shape. The peak picking method, that does not require anyapriori knowledge, performs in general better than PHATand has smaller variance than MLE when SNR > 20 dB. As in TDOAestima- tion, also here the maximum TOAe rrors for ASDF are half the of the maximum error of the other methods.
As shown in Figure 11 , ASDF and AC-CC achieve CRLB when 15 dB < SNR < 75 dB. When SNR < 15 dB, the estimation is saturated as the large number of anomalies suggests. As with the TDOAestimation, also here the MSE of the methods does not achieve CRLB with very high SNR values. The explanation for this behavior is the same as earlier for TDOAestimation.
The TOAe stimation with GCC-MLE is not realistic since it would require the knowledge of both source and noise signals. Since the peak picking method is the only blind method, i.e. it does not require the knowledge on the source or noise signal, and has ap erformance that is comparable to the other methods, it is the most reasonable choice in the general case for the estimation of TOAs. For these reasons, it is used as the TOAestimation method in the following experiments.
Localization
The reflection location is drawn 1,000 times from a3 -D uniform distribution between −20 and 20 m, i.e. Nine different localization methods are tested. In detail, SRP,M LE, and PL with TOA, TDOA, and CM data are used for localization of reflections. The formulation for the methods is giveninsection 5. Direct cross correlation and direct peak picking methods with exponential fitting provided in sections 3and 4are used for TDOAand TOAestimation, respectively.Since MLE-S will lead to the same localization result as SRP-TDOA, as shown in [10] , it is not tested here. The reflection signal model is the one presented in equation (82) .T he location is searched from the localization function using the Nelder-Mead simplexm ethod implemented in MATLAB function fminsearch.The initial location value for the optimization method is set to the vicinity of the true location.
Optimization of the parameters
The weighting parameters for the combined methods are optimized. The question is, which weight produces the best result for each method? ForMLE the weighting factor κ is defined as the relation between the TOAa nd TDOA variance, as
This selection sets the following limitations [12] :
ForPL-CM and SRP-CM the weighting is limited to 0 < W<1. This givesthe following obvious limits for SRP-CM function
and for PL-CM
The weight factor κ is givent he values according to log 10 {κ} = −10,...,10. ForM LE-CM the variance of the TOAerror is set to σ 2 TOA = 1, and the variance of the TDOAerror is altered as σ TDOA = κσ TOA .The weight for SRP-CM and PL-CM is W ∈ (0, 1),a nd it is calculated through κ as W = 1/(10 κ + 1). The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 12 . All the combined methods achieve equally good performance with some weighting. As shown in Figure 12 , the optimal weight for SRP-CM is W ∈ (1/(10 Figure 13 , the methods achieve CRLB for TOAb ut not the CRLB for CM. As with TOAa nd TDOAe stimation, the CRLB is best achievedwhen 15 dB < SNR < 75 dB.
Discussion
The reason why, for example, MLE-CM performs better than MLE-TOA or MLE-TDOAinthe experiments is that the TOAa nd TDOAe rrors do not correlate with the selected TOAa nd TDOAe stimation methods. Then combining these twopieces information, TOAand TDOAestimates, increases the overall information. If the selected TOAestimation method would be AC-CC, ASDF,orAC-MLE, MLE-TOA would also achieve the CLRB for localization with TOA. The aforementioned TOAestimation methods require knowledge of the source and noise signal. If these pieces of information are available, then it is beneficial to use MLE-TOA with AC-CC, since it is the computationally most efficient method and achievest he CRLB. As mentioned, this article focuses on the blind estimation methods, where it is assumed that the source and the noise signals are unknown.
If MLE-CM would be used with AC-CC and, say,GCC-CC, the performance would be the same as with MLETOAwith AC-CC. This is due to the fact that the errors of AC-CC and GCC-CC estimations correlate highly.Therefore, the theoretical CRLB for CM can neverbeachieved in practical situations with the current setup, unless the measurement for TOAestimation and TDOAestimation is done separately.T he maximum Fisher information available in six microphones is already used in theory in CRLB for localization with TOA. Nevertheless, the theoretical CRLB for CM is auseful tool for investigating the performance when the TOAand TDOAerrors do not correlate.
Real data experiments
Real data experiments were conducted in twodifferent enclosures, aclass room, and an auditorium to study the performance in real conditions. The methods that are solely based on TDOAdata are not tested here due to their poor performance in the simulations.
Test setups
The first experiment wasc onducted in as hoebox-shaped class room (7.09 m×9.35 m×3.76 m) stripped of chairs and tables. Askeleton model of the room is shown in Figure 14 . As illustrated in Figure 14 , there wasac loset on the west wall (WW),a ne xtrusion, aw indow, and ad oor on the south wall (SW),a nd aw hiteboard and ad oor on the east wall (EW).T he walls of the room are of painted sheet rock and the floor (FL) is concrete covered with a plastic mat. These materials have areasonably lowabsorption coefficient and it is expected that theyproduce clearly identifiable reflections to the impulse responses. However, lamps, ventilation, and other equipment typical for amodern class room are hanging from the ceiling (CE),w hich reduce the number of localizable reflections from the ceiling.
The loudspeaker wasl ocated in the back and the microphone array in front of the room. The experiment was repeated four times with different locations for the loudspeaker and the microphone array.T he microphone array wasthe G.R.A.S microphone array,introduced in section 2.2, with d spc = 100 mm spacing. Moreover, to have different conditions for the reflections, the loudspeaker wasr otated around its z-axis between every 10 degrees from 0to360 degrees. The height of the loudspeaker and array wasfrom 1m to 1.5 m. Foreach different condition (36 × 2 × 2) six reflections and the direct sound are localized leading to atotal of 1008 location estimates for each of the localization methods.
The second experiment is done in an auditorium. The floor plan of the auditorium is shown in Figure 15 . The auditorium has av olume of 1800 m 3 ,w ith an inclination of about 10
• in the audience area. The loudspeakers were located in 4different positions at 1.5 mheight. The microphone array used in this experiment wasac ustom made microphone array (TKK-3D, see [93] for details), with 6 electret microphones. The same dimensions, i.e., geometrical setup wasused for this array as for the G.R.A.S array. The microphone array,was located every 20 cm in 45 different positions, as shown in Figure 15 .
Four reflections, twoside wall reflections, one floor,and one ceiling reflection, are localized from the data measured in the auditorium. These surfaces can be considered to be reasonably flat and rigid. The floor is made of concrete and is covered with hard-wood, the ceiling is painted concrete and the walls are wood material, which has circular holes of size 5mmbetween every 2cm. The ceiling of the auditorium is flat at the stage area. In the audience area the ceiling is made of reflectors that are about 2mby 13 m in area that are in as aw-waveform-shaped arrangement. Foreach condition (4 × 45), the direct sound and four reflections are localized leading to 900 estimations for each method.
In all the experiments, the impulse responses were measured with the sine-sweep technique from 40 Hz to 24 kHz at 48 kHz [94] . Moreover, the loudspeaker used in all the experiments waso ft ype Genelec 1029A. Some parameters describing the experimental setups in more detail are shown in Table III . The speed of sound wase stimated in both experiments based on temperature and humidity and the analysis windowsize wasset to T = 1.3ms. 8.6.2. Compensation of the loudspeaker impulse response An impulse response of the loudspeaker used in the experiments, Genelec 1029A, measured directly in front of the loudspeaker at 5m,i ss hown in Figure 16 . This two- peaked impulse response is typical for the loudspeaker used in the experiments and the shape of the impulse response stays similar to directions ±50 degrees from the center plane of the loudspeaker.T he twop eaked impulse response of Genelec 1029A is caused by twoissues. Firstly,t he loudspeaker consists of twoe lements that are separated by approximately 10 cm. This causes some differences in the delays for lowa nd high frequencies, depending on the direction of the loudspeaker with respect to the microphone. Secondly,t he low-frequency-element of the loudspeaker has ah igher mass, and it does not respond to the voltage changes in the coil as quickly as the tweeter,t hus causing the lowf requencies to be delayed. Due to the two-peaked impulse responses, the reflections do not introduce sharp peaks in the localization function, and the intersection of the spheres is "blurred". The fact that the impulse response consists of more than one peak, makes localization using this particular loudspeaker difficult, since in additive noise either of the peaks might be the absolute maximum. Therefore, the shape of the impulse response is compensated for.T he compensation is done by deconvolving the measured room impulse response with the loudspeaker impulse response measured in front of the loudspeaker.T his is an intermediate compensation for the loudspeaker impulse response. With this approach at least the reflections that are in the most prominent direction of the loudspeaker should be more identifiable. The compensation of the loudspeaker impulse response to all directions would require the knowledge of the orientation of the loudspeaker and the directions of each arriving sound wave.Ifthis can be done, then one can use the MLE-TOA with AC-CC, ASDF,orAC-MLE TOAestimation methods, for localizing the reflections, since they takeinto account the impulse response of the source.
Results
The results of the experiments are shown in Table IV and  in Table V . Twofi gures are presented in the results, the number of non-anomalous estimates (K)a nd the root of the mean squared error (RMSE)o fn on-anomalous estimates.
In the class room experiment, the reflections from the floor,which produces shortest paths from the loudspeaker to the microphone array and has al ow absorption coefficient, is the easiest to localize. Other walls have similar absorption coefficients and theyare on average at approximately equal distance from the array.T herefore the localization of the reflections from them has similar performance. The pieces of equipment hanging from the ceiling makethe localization of the reflections from it more difficult than other surfaces in the enclosure.
In the auditorium experiment, the reflections from the closest surface, the north wall are the easiest to localize. Although the south wall is made of same material as north wall, the reflections from it are more difficult to localize since the path length via it is longer than that of the north wall. The reason whyt he floor of the auditorium is more difficult to localize than the walls is that the chairs of the audience area obstructing parts of the direct path from the floor reflection to the microphones. The localization of the reflections from the ceiling is made difficult by the reflectors that might diffract some parts of the sound, and therefore obstruct adirect reflection from the ceiling.
As can be seen from the results, in favorable conditions, i.e., for the direct sound and the for the first reflections PL-CM and PL-TOA have the most non-anomalous estimates and are the most accurate. That is, theyare the most robust methods in good conditions. However, SRP-CM performs the best in overall in both of the experiments. PL-CM does not have the same advantage overP L-TOA as SRP-CM has overS RP-TOA.T his can be explained with the differences between PL-CM and SRP-CM. PL-CM, even if only one TOAorTDOAestimation function fails, i.e. produces likelihood that is close to 0tothe true location, the whole estimation fails. In SRP-CM, this kind of failure in the TOAo rT DOAe stimation functions does not corrupt the whole localization function. In other words, SRP-CM is more robust against the individual errors in the TOAor TDOAestimation than PL-CM.
MLE-TOA and MLE-CM have the worst performance in the real experiments in overall. These methods only use the maximum of the TOAand TDOAestimation functions for localization. Since the other methods use the whole TOAa nd TDOAe stimation functions for localization, it seems that theya lso include some additional information. Moreover, since only the maximum is selected in the MLE-TOA and MLE-TDOAfrom the TOAand TDOAestimation functions it is possible that the wrong maximum is selected.
Discussion
One probable reason for the errors in the localization with all the methods is the fact that there are other acoustic phenomena, e.g., diffraction from the chairs in the auditorium, disturbing the localization.
The case where there are more than one reflection present within one analysis windowwas not studied in this article. The situation where the reflections arrive during the same analysis windowo ccurs for example when the microphone array and the loudspeaker are placed on the center longitudinal section of the room. Since the microphones of the microphone array are in spatially different locations the different reflections arrive to them at different time. In theory and practice, the localization of tworeflections that arrive within the same analysis windowi st he same problem as the multi-source localization problem. Some of the methods used for multi-source localization problem, e.g. the one presented in [95] , are applicable also for the multi-reflection localization problem. The MLE method presented in this article can not be directly applied for the multi-reflection localization problem. However, the SRP and PL methods are directly applicable. Therefore in the future work the PL and SRP methods are preferred.
Since the SRP-CM adds the squared impulse responses and TDOAestimation functions it is possible that the true reflection location gets less evidence than a" ghost" or a competing reflection. This behavior is recognized in the speech source localization [8] . However, the problem was not present in the experiments of this paper.
One reason for the anomalous estimates with all the methods is that the arriving sound wave from the direction of the reflection is not as "impulse-like" as the sound wave in front of the loudspeaker.T hus, the magnitude of the emitted sound wave in the direction of the reflections is lower,and does not contain as much high frequencyenergy as the impulse in front of the loudspeaker.
One possibility to get around the problems related to the loudspeaker non-idealities is to use only the phase information of the signal. However, this decreases the SNR in the frequencies that have alow magnitude and as aresult decreases the performance, as seen in the simulations with PHATwhich uses only the phase information.
Another possibility to obtain more accurate TOAinformation is to measure the impulse response of the loudspeaker to ag rid of directions in free-field conditions. Then the impulse response of the loudspeaker can be compensated for in the room impulse response by deconvolving the reflection with the corresponding direction freefield impulse response. This howeverwould require alarge data set of ap riori measurements of the loudspeaker and the knowledge of the locations of the reflections.
As mentioned, TOAestimation can be also improvedby applying the sparse impulse response technique presented in [67] . The higher the directivity of the loudspeaker is, the better the TOAestimation can be achievedwith the sparse impulse response technique.
Summarizing the above notes on the loudspeaker directionality and impulse responses, there is arequirement for aloudspeaker or asound source that can produce close to perfect dirac impulses. Preferably,the loudspeaker should also be perfectly omni-directional or then have ainfinitely narrowdirectivity.
Conclusions
Localization of reflections is apre-task for example in estimation of the geometry of the enclosure or the acoustic properties of the reflective surfaces. This paper presented aframework for localizing reflections and several methods were compared with theoretical, simulation, and real data experiments.
Three different localization functions for TDOA, and TOAw ere studied. In addition, it wasp roposed that by combining both TDOAand TOAinformation abetter localization result can be achieved. Fort he proposed combination also three localization functions were tested. This leads to atotal of nine different localization functions.
It wass hown by theoretical developments that it is advantageous to use both TOAa nd TDOAi nformation to localize the reflection. Simulations also verified this finding. Moreover, out of the three localization methods, MLE, SRP,and PL, the MLE method that combines the TOAand TDOAinformation were found to achieve the best performance. The TDOA-based methods had the worst performance in the simulations.
Real data experiments included localization of reflections in twoe nclosures. The real data experiments verify the observations of the theoretical development and simulation results. When the TOAand TDOAinformation are combined, the best performance is achieved. Out of the methods that combine TOAa nd TDOAi nformation, the worst performance in the real situations waswith the MLE method. This wasf ound to be due to the fact that in the MLE methods only the maximum of the TOAand TDOA estimation functions are used, whereas in other methods the whole estimation functions are considered. The best performance wasw ith the SRP method that combine the TOAand TDOAinformation.
In some applications, computational efficiencym ight be amore important aspect than robustness against noise. Then the use SRP-TOA is recommended since it is computationally lighter than SRP-CM, and the performance of it is only slightly worse than that of SRP-CM.
Future work includes integrating the localization methods with the sparse impulse response measurement technique [67] to estimate the locations of the reflective surfaces. In addition, the estimation of the absorption coefficient using the introduced methodology and the localization of the reflective surfaces in all kind of rooms is left as the future work.
